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6. ROLE OF SECONDARY FRACTURES FOR SOLUTE TRANSPORT IN EN ÉCHELON FAULT ZONES

Abstract

Solute transport in hierarchical fracture networks associated with en échelon structures is

investigated using a numerical model for network flow and advective-diffusive transport.

Results are presented for cases that account for diffusion into both stagnant branch fractures

and macroscopically unfractured matrix. Cases that are analyzed include both a deterministic

geometry taken directly from a detailed fracture map from a site in southern Sweden, and a

synthetic geometry based on statistics of maps.

For both cases, diffusion into stagnant branches increases retardation of solute,

relative to simple advective-diffusive transport through the main en échelon segments in the

absence of matrix diffusion. The retardation is less than for an equivalent two-domain model

with equili brium mass transfer between flowing and stagnant domains. Branch fractures thus

may act as an additional type of immobile domain, beyond other hypothesized types of

domains such as stagnant pools in channelized fractures or stagnant zones in gouge. 

In cases with uniform fracture properties, stagnant branches increase the retardation

of solute due to matrix diffusion, and the degree of late-time taili ng. However, matrix

diffusion is the dominant effect in terms of median arrival times for solute mass, for

conditions representative of a repository in graniti c rock. When fracture properties are

heterogeneous, branch fractures can in some cases yield slightly lower net retardation when

combined with matrix diffusion. This surprising result is interpreted as due to the interaction

of f low-field heterogeneity and through-diffusion across fracture blocks. Where through-

diffusion occurs, in some instances branch fractures may act as relatively rapid paths for

solute to return to the flowing fractures.

From a practical standpoint in the context of a radioactive-waste repository, these

results suggest that secondary fractures in en échelon structures are of net benefit in terms of

radionuclide retention, but not suff iciently so to mitigate the otherwise poor retention

characteristics of these structures. The effect of branch fractures on taili ng of breakthrough

curves may be important to recognize in analysis of in-situ tracer experiments, to avoid

incorrect assessment of parameters for matrix diffusion models that will be applied over

longer time scales.
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6.1 Introduction

Groundwater flow in graniti c rock is typically restricted to discrete fractures and fault zones.

The flow and transport properties of these features are of concern, given proposals in several

countries to build high-level radioactive-waste repositories in graniti c rock (McCombie,

1997).

A generally understood principle of repository design in graniti c rock is to avoid the

fault zones on the larger scales li kely to be encountered at a site (1 km to 10 km), which are

likely to carry relatively high flows and to pose engineering diff iculties for the underground

construction process. The largest such zones are usually detectable by geophysical methods

and borehole investigations, and hence they can usually be accounted for in the design

process. However, blocks between such zones are commonly found to contain lesser-order

fault zones, which are more diff icult to detect prior to underground investigations, and which

may therefore need to be accounted for in repository designs.

In this paper we consider the transport properties of a particular type of fault zone,

which consists of discrete fractures arranged en échelon with linking fractures at stepovers.

En échelon zones are of interest as one of the main types of hydraulically transmissive

features that might be expected in a rock volume considered for a repository. 

Field investigations (Martel et al., 1988) indicate that en échelon zones represent an

early stage of fault zone development, for low degrees of regional strain. Such a situation may

be expected for rock volumes which are bounded by larger-scale fault zones that

accommodate the major portion of regional strain. Thus en échelon zones are expected in

volumes of sparsely fractured rock with a low degree of brittle deformation, which are sought

as repository locations.

Field investigations at graniti c sites in Sweden, including the present study, confirm

that en échelon zones are found in rock volumes bounded by fault zones with more extensive

brittle deformation, and that these en échelon zones can be traced over distances of up to tens

of meters. Some of these zones are aligned nearly normal to the minimum principal

compressive stress, and are hence li kely to be transmissive in the present time.

En échelon zones may also have a relatively low potential for retardation of

radionuclides leaking from a repository, in comparison with more extensively sheared fault

zones. Matrix diffusion is the most significant mechanism for retention of radionuclides
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leaking from a repository in graniti c rock (Jakob, 2004), and is controlled by the interfacial

area. In comparison with zones of more extensive brittle deformation, en échelon zones have

relatively small i nterfacial area for matrix diffusion over most of their length (i.e. within the

discrete en échelon segments).

However, detailed mapping of en échelon zones (Chapter 4) reveals a large number of

small secondary fractures branching from the main en échelon segments, as well as intense

fracturing within stepover zones. This is also predicted by theoretical models of compressive

shear fault development (e.g., Schulson et al., 1999). These secondary fractures provide

additional interfacial area via which diffusion into the matrix can take place. In this paper we

explore the quantitative significance of secondary fractures for increasing the degree of

radionuclide retardation along en échelon zones.
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6.2. Method

To evaluate the potential effects of secondary fractures on solute transport through en échelon

zones, we simulate flow and transport through deterministic and statistical, two-dimensional

models. Steady-state flow through the models is computed by the finite-element method.

Solute transport, including diffusion into stagnant branches and/or the rock matrix, is modeled

by an advective-diffusive particle tracking algorithm described below. Comparison of cases

with and without diffusion into stagnant secondary fractures, and cases with and without

matrix diffusion, are used to evaluate the relative significance of these phenomena, as well as

their combined effects.

Deterministic and statistical models of en échelon zones

The deterministic and statistical models are both based on detailed mapping of en échelon

structures in graniti c sites. The deterministic 2-D models are produced directly from a detailed

map of an en échelon zone at the Äspö site in SE Sweden, as described by Geier et al. (2004).

The statistical models were based on statistics from the Äspö site maps.

The deterministic model based on the Äspö map reproduces a 15 m long portion of a

N-striking en échelon zone, in horizontal section. The map is adapted for numerical

simulations (to simpli fy calculations of matrix diffusion) by conversion to a network of

rectili near segments (Figure 6-1). The model thus obtained has the advantage of not being

filtered by any particular statistical model, and preserving details of architecture which may

be overlooked in formulating a conceptual model for such zones.

The deterministic model has two main drawbacks for understanding the large-scale

behavior of single en échelon zones. First it spans scales of only 15 m, and includes only a

few stepovers, so does not represent averaging effects over longer transport distances

involving multiple stepovers. Second, interpretation of the model results is complicated by the

particular features such as the intersection with an ENE-striking feature of comparable order

(between y = 5 m and y = 6 m in Figure 6-1). A model that represents a single en échelon zone

in isolation, and at a higher level of abstraction, may be helpful for clarification of the main

effects.
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A statistical model was therefore constructed by statistical simulation of a 40 m long

en échelon zone based on analysis of branching and stepover statistics from the Äspö site,

including observations from the zone mapped in detail as well as similar structures in the

vicinity. Key components of the model which are described in terms of probabilit y

distributions include: length of en échelon segments, the length of the stepovers, block size

distribution within stepovers, and frequency and length of branch fractures of different orders

(using the definition of branch order given in Section 3.2). 

Outcrop mapping does not yield data on hydrologic properties (transmissivity or

effective transport aperture). While apertures could be observed in a few of the fractures, here

we take the view that apertures measured under stress-relieved and weathered conditions on

bedrock outcrops are not a reliable indicator of apertures at depth. Instead, representative

transmissivity values are chosen based on previous analyses of borehole data from Äspö

(Geier et al., 1995; Geier and Thomas 1996). 

Uniform transmissivities are used for a given order of fractures. Field evidence

suggests that the most realistic model would be one that includes variabilit y of transmissivity

both between and within individual fractures. However, variable-transmissivity models add

additional degrees of complexity and uncertainty in the parameters, apart from the geometric

properties which are the main focus of this study. Therefore we use a simpli fied

representation of transmissivity in these models, recognizing that this is an idealization the

implications of which could be explored through further analysis.

Effective apertures for transport are also assigned based on uniform, representative

values for a given class of fractures. As with transmissivity, effective transport aperture are

likely to be variable. The nature of this variation under in situ conditions is poorly known, due

to the diff iculty of performing in situ transport experiments with unequivocal interpretations.

For the present study, representative values were chosen based on results of past

investigations of single-fracture transport properties in similar geologic settings, as reviewed

in Chapter 2.

The statistical distributions used to generate the network models are summarized in

Table 6-1. Examples of stochastic realizations are shown in Figure 6-2, which may be

compared with the actual outcrop map in Figure 6-1.

The simulated en échelon zone in Figure 6-2 is an abstraction in several respects. A

rectili near configuration of segments is used to simpli fy the problem of computing fracture
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intersections, and to reduce the chance of the numerical diff iculties in the flow and solute

transport computations due to an ill -conditioned finite-element mesh. The complex

architecture of fracturing within the stepovers between en échelon segments is idealized as a

simple, hierarchical fragmentation process. Intersecting fracture zones such as those seen on

the outcrop are excluded, to focus on the transport properties of a single en échelon zone.

Despite these idealizations, the models reproduce approximately the geometric

properties observed on the outcrop that were anticipated to be key for transport, as discussed

in the foregoing paper. These aspects are (1) the length distribution of the main en échelon

segments, (2) the frequency of branching secondary fractures (such as splays or pinnate

fractures) of various orders, (3) the length distributions for different orders of branches, and

(4) the block size distribution and fracture intensity within the stepovers between en échelon

segments.
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Figure 6-1 Rectili near network model for flow and transport simulations, based on detailed en
échelon zone map from Äspö site, using a discretization level of 2 cm.
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Figure 6-2. A single realization of a 40 m long section of en échelon zone simulated based on
a rectili near statistical model (revised version)for stepovers and branch fractures in en échelon
zones on Äspö, shown (a) with equal scales in horizontal (E-W) and vertical (N-S) directions,
and (b) with horizontal (E-W) scale exaggerated by a factor of 5 to show frequency of small
wing/pinnate fractures.
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Table 6-1: Parameters and statistical models for en échelon fracture zones

1. Deterministic model:

Segment transmissivity Tseg 1x10-7 m2/s

Segment transport aperture bseg 0.5 mm

2. Stochastic geometric model

Length of en échelon segments L0: U[5 m, 15 m]

Length of en échelon segment overlaps (stepovers): U[0.5m, 2.5 m]

Aspect ratio of stepovers: U[3,5]

Sense of step-overs: P[right-stepping] = 0.8; 

P[left-stepping] = 0.2

Branch fracture frequency fi (I = order of branch): f1 36.3 per m

f2 7.53 per m

f3 2.42 per m

Branch length distribution Li (I = order of branch): L1 PL(2.75,0.02 m)

L2 PL(2.55,0.02 m)

L3 PL(2.75,0.02 m)

Stepover fragmentation fractal dimension Df = 1.5

Transmissivity (heterogeneous case) T0 1x10-7 m2/s

(Ti ,  I = order of branch) T1 2x10-8 m2/s

T2 1x10-8 m2/s

T3 1x10-9 m2/s

Transmissivity (uniform case) Ti 1x10-7 m2/s

Transport aperture (heterogeneous case) b0 0.5 mm

b1 0.2 mm

b2 0.1 mm

b3 0.05 mm

Transport aperture (uniform case)  bi 0.5 mm

U[xmin, xmax] = uniform distribution of the parameter x in the range xmin � x � xmax

PL[D, xmin] = power-law distribution of the parameter x with exponent D and minimum value

xmin.
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Simulation of groundwater flow

Steady-state flow of groundwater through the en échelon-zone models is calculated using the

dfm finite-element code as described by Geier (2004). The steady-state flow is a function of

the fracture transmissivities and the imposed head gradient between the end points along

strike.

Values of transmissivity are assigned choosing representative values of single-fracture

transmissivity based on past analyses of hydraulic test data at Äspö (Geier et al. 1995; Geier

and Thomas 1996). For the deterministic case, the same uniform value was assigned to all

fracture segments. For the synthetic model, two separate cases were used, one with uniform

hydraulic properties and the other with heterogeneous properties (values depending on the

order of branch fractures in the model).

A hydraulic gradient of 0.025 was imposed by assigning a head differential of 0.375

m across the 15-m length of the Äspö map. A 1 m head differential was applied to the 40 m

long synthetic model, to give the same hydraulic gradient for all cases. A hydraulic gradient of

0.025 is at the high end of the range of gradients that can reasonably be expected for a

repository in graniti c rock in Sweden (Dverstorp et al., 1996).

Gradients of this magnitude are of practical concern for a high-level radioactive-waste

repository in graniti c rock. In low-relief regions of graniti c bedrock such as southern Sweden,

head differentials on the order of 1 m over a 40 m scale are most likely to occur in relatively

“good” rock which has low fracture intensity and low effective hydraulic conductivity.

Current repository siting concepts for graniti c rocks favor locating radioactive wastes in such

blocks (e.g., SKB, 1999). In such a block, an en échelon zone consisting of a small number of

favorably connected fractures could act as a discrete flow path through an otherwise low-

conductivity block of rock.

The variation of hydraulic head and groundwater flow rates in the deterministic

network and in the synthetic network model are ill ustrated in Figures 6-3 and 6-4,

respectively. The synthetic zone carries a groundwater flow per 1 m thickness (in the vertical

direction) of 5.3x10-10 m3/s (1.92 ml/hr or 16.8 liters per year). The corresponding advective

velocity in the main en échelon segments, for an assumed mean aperture of 0.2 mm, is 2.7x10-

6 m/s (9.6 mm/hr or 84 m/yr). The mean advective velocity along the entire zone, based on the

median water-residence time determined by advective-diffusive particle tracking, is 1.95x10-6
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m/s (7.0 mm/hr or 61 m/yr). The mean velocity is lower than the velocity within the main en

échelon segments, due to slower passage through the stepover zones, where the high fracture

intensity implies larger pore volumes per unit distance along strike.

The mean velocity of 61 m/yr is on the high end of what is typically considered a

reasonable range for repository conditions, but probably on the low end for in-situ tracer tests.
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Figure 6-3. Head and flow field calculated for 2-D fracture network defined by Äspö en
échelon zone map, for 1 m gradient applied south to north. Head in fractures is indicated by
color scale. Flow rate is proportional to line width (except for stagnant fractures which are
represented by the narrowest lines). A digital version of this plot which can be viewed at
higher resolution is provided in the electronic supplement.
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Figure 6-4. Head and flow field calculated for 2-D synthetic en échelon zone, for 1 m
gradient applied south to north. Head in fractures is indicated by color scale. Flow rate is
proportional to line width (except for stagnant fractures which are represented by the
narrowest lines). Note the plot has been split i nto two sections to allow plotting at a
larger scale on the page. A digital version of this plot which can be viewed at higher
resolution is provided in the electronic supplement.
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(6-1)

Simulation of advective-diffusive transport in fracture segments

Transport of solute through the fracture network and in the adjoining rock (matrix) is

simulated by an advective-diffusive particle-tracking method. The method for tracking

particles through fracture intersections is inspired by the conceptualization of Park et al.

(1999), but the algorithm used here permits diffusion into stagnant branches. The following is

a brief summary; full details of the method are given in Chapter 3.

Within a given 1-D fracture segment, advective-dispersive transport is modeled by a

discrete-parcel random walk algorithm (Ahlstrom et al., 1977), following the suggestion of

Detwiler et al. (2000) and Bruderer and Bernabé (2001) to account for Taylor dispersion

resulting from diffusion in combination with velocity variations across the aperture, by

tracking particles in this dimension (here denoted z).

Each discrete parcel or “particle” represents a fixed mass mp of solute, which moves

through the network and/or matrix as a random walk. A particle's displacement during a single

step of the random walk, representing a small ti me interval �t, is the sum of a random,

diffusive component (�xd,�zd) and an advective component �xa which is equal to �t times

the average velocity over the diffusive trajectory during the time interval, taking into account

possible “bounces” off the fracture wall as described below. 

If the �zd component is large enough to cause the particle to move beyond the

boundaries of the fracture segment (i.e. the fracture walls), the particle may either enter the

adjoining matrix with probabilit y Pm, or else “bounce” off the fracture wall with reflected

motion. The local velocity v(z) at a given height z above the median surface within a given

fracture segment is assumed to follow the parabolic velocity profile for Poiseuill e flow with

no-slip conditions at the fracture walls:

where Q is the flow through the fracture segment per unit thickness (obtained from the finite-

element solution) and b is the local value of fracture aperture.
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Routing and mixing of solute at junctions between fracture segments

Routing of solute at junctions between fracture segments is modeled by an explicit algorithm

for diffusion across streamlines within the junctions, with the simpli fying assumption of an

idealized junction geometry as suggested by Park and Lee (1999). 

Models of solute transport in fracture networks have commonly been based on either

of two end-member assumptions for routing of solute at intersections: streamline routing with

no mixing across streamlines or complete mixing. Detailed modeling of f low and transport

through fracture intersections (Berkowitz et al., 1994; Park et al., 2001) has shown that the

degree of mixing is related to the Peclet number Pe = av/Dm where v is the fluid velocity and a

is a characteristic length for the intersection. For high Pe the rate of diffusion across

streamlines is small relative to the advective velocity, and streamline routing may be a better

approximation. For low Pe the rate of diffusive transport across streamlines is large relative to

the rate of advection, and complete mixing may be a good approximation. At intermediate

values of Pe, intermediate forms of routing may occur. Thus for a fixed geometry, the degree

of mixing for flow through the intersection varies with the fluid velocity.

We consider partitioning of solute at junctions with three, four, or more branches. For

brevity, we use the notation Ji to denote the class of junctions with I branches, so a J3 junction

has three branches, a J4 junction has four branches, etc. 

If one fracture terminates at its intersection against another fracture ( a common case

in natural fracture networks as pointed out by Dershowitz 1984), the junction is of type J3.

The distinction between streamline-routing and complete-mixing rules is irrelevant for a J3

junction, if all three branches are non-stagnant and if the branches are longer than mixing

length Lmixing at which fully mixing across the aperture can be assumed. Either the solute flux

from one well -mixed inlet branch is divided according to the flow ratio between two outlet

branches, or the solute fluxes from two inlet branches are combined in one outlet branch, and

become well -mixed at distance Lmixing along that branch. However, when one branch of a J3

junction is stagnant, solute enters and exits that branch only by diffusion, and this process

must be accounted for in the mixing rule for the junction.

A J4 junction results whenever two fractures intersect each other and both fractures

are through-going. Junctions of higher order (J5, J6, etc.) require a larger number of fractures

to share a common intersection, but are occasionally found in nature as well as in synthetic,
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Figure 6-5. Alternative rules for routing of solute at four-branch junctions in a 2-D fracture
network.

stochastically generated fracture networks. 

When all branches of a J4 or higher-order junction are non-stagnant, the entry and exit

points of streamlines from a junction can be defined by considering the branches in cyclic

order (either clockwise or counterclockwise). Topological constraints in a two-dimensional

network model, where flow is driven by potential gradients, ensure that all branches of a

junction with positi ve inflow lie to one side of all branches with positi ve outflow, when the

branches are placed thus in cyclic order (Bruderer and Bernabé, 2001). Finding the inlet and

outlet streamline locations is then straightforward: starting from a neighboring pair of inlet

and outlet branches, the streamlines must pass through points that bound an equal fraction of

the inflow and outflow. 
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The position of the streamlines within the intersection are needed in order to model

solute transfer due to diffusion across streamlines within the junctions. In detailed studies of

individual junctions this problem has been addressed by numerical solution of the Navier-

Stokes equation (Berkowitz et al., 1994) or lattice-gas simulation (Stockman et al. 1997), but

such detailed sub-models are not practical for the network-scale problems we address here.

Park and Lee (1999) proposed modeling advective-diffusive transport through

junctions based on a simpli fied, “ folded-up” geometry, as depicted in the right-hand side of

Figure 6-4. Park and Lee gave analytical solutions for the probabiliti es pij for a particle to pass

from inlet branch I to outlet branch j, as functions of the inlet/outlet flow rates and velocities

J4. These solutions are singular for the case of stagnant branches, so not applicable for the

general case we consider, but they are useful for verifying the particle-tracking algorithm for

non-stagnant cases.

Here we follow the conceptual approach of Park & Lee (1999) by modeling transport

through an idealized junction of simpli fied geometry, but in place of their analytical solutions

we use explicit advective-diffusive particle-tracking through the simpli fied junctions, in order

to address the additional complication of diffusion into and out of stagnant branches.

Representation of stagnant branches

We represent the interface between a stagnant branch and a junction as an interface of

infinitesimal thickness, with position depending on the cyclic position of the stagnant branch

relative to the flowing branches (Figure 6-6a through 6-6d). In a real junction, the mouth of

each stagnant branch is a zone of interaction with flowing water. Diffusive transfer takes

place across some curved surface which spans the aperture of the stagnant branch. For a

viscous fluid and laminar-regime flow, in reality this is a gradational rather than distinct

interface. As a key approximation in our idealized model for junctions with stagnant branches,

we idealize this zone of interaction as an abrupt interface, with length equal to the aperture of

the stagnant branch.

If the trajectory of a solute particle undergoing advective-diffusive motion in the

flowing part of the junction happens to intersect this interface, the particle enters the

corresponding stagnant branch with residual motion equal to the residual component of

transverse diffusion.
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Within the stagnant branch, the particle is postulated to move by purely diffusive

motion as described above until it either interacts with the matrix or returns to the mouth of

the stagnant branch. In the latter case, the particle will re-enter the flowing portion of the

junction, via the same interface but in the reverse direction. The coordinates of the particle as

it re-enters the junction are obtained by mapping its position within the stagnant-branch

aperture onto the corresponding position on the interface representing the branch in the

idealized junction.

Simulation of diffusive transport in the matrix

An explicit particle-tracking algorithm is used to represent diffusion in the matrix. More

eff icient methods of simulating matrix diffusion with particle-trackers have been presented,

for example, by Dershowitz and Mill er (1995), Delay and Bodin (2001), and Tsang and Tsang

(2001). All of these make use of idealizations regarding the geometry and extent of the matrix

volume into which solute diffuses, and assume that solute eventually returns to the same

fracture from which it enters the matrix. Delay and Bodin (2001) also note that their method is

singular for the case of stagnant fluid in the fracture. 

Here we use an computationally expensive but explicit method, which accounts for

both the finite depth of matrix available for diffusion (depending on fragment size), and the

possibilit y that solute may diffuse from one fracture to another. For the results presented here,

over 10% of solute diffusing into the matrix from a given fracture was found to re-emerge in a

different fracture. This indicates that transfer of mass by diffusion between fractures may be

significant for the network geometries and time scales considered here.

The probabilit y Pm of a particle entering the matrix pore space on a given colli sion

with a fracture wall i s assumed to be equal to the local matrix porosity �m. Matrix porosity is

assumed to be uniform and isotropic. This idealization is adopted in order to focus on the role

of en échelon zone and secondary fracture geometry, as the main topic of investigation for this

study. Experimental data exist to support more heterogeneous models of matrix porosity (Xu

et al., 2001) which could be considered with minor modifications of the algorithm.

Transport for particles in the matrix is simulated in the same way as transport in the

fracture, except that random diffusive motions are proportional to the square root of effective

matrix diffusivity Dp, rather than of the molecular diffusion coeff icient Dm. Advection in the
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matrix is assumed to be negligible, so only the diffusive component of particle motion is

modeled. In the type of rocks considered here, the hydraulic conductivity of macroscopically

unfractured matrix is on the order of 10-13 m/s, and due to the well -connected nature of the en

échelon fracture system, local hydraulic gradients are on the order of 1 or less. For a matrix

porosity �m = 0.005 as used here, this implies advective velocities through the matrix on the

order of 2x10-11 m/s, as compared with advective velocities on the order of 10-6 m/s in the

fractures.

At each time step for a particle in the matrix, a check is made of whether the particle

motion intersects the wall of any fracture segment. If so the particle motion through the matrix

is truncated at the fracture wall , and the particle moves into the fracture segment. This

segment need not belong to the same fracture or fracture segment from which the particle

initiall y entered the matrix.

Thus the method explicitl y accounts for the variable, finite size of matrix blocks

within the en échelon zone, and allows through-diffusion of particles from one fracture to

another, even if the fractures are not directly connected. This contrasts with algorithms of

Dershowitz and Mill er (1995) and of Tsang & Tsang ( 2001) which treat diffusion as an

effectively 1-D process out of and back into a single given fracture.
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Figure 6-6. Examples of junctions with stagnant branches, and their simpli fied geometric
representation.
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Simulations of network-scale transport

For the present study, the algorithms described above have been implemented in a C language

program, meshtrak2d, and verified with respect to a set of simple test networks for which the

results could be predicted analytically. Further documentation of this program including

source code and results of verification cases are provided as an electronic appendix by Geier

(2004).

Simulations of the following cases were conducted to assess the relative effects of

stagnant branches and matrix diffusion in terms of solute break-through:

Case AD: Advective-diffusive transport in the flowing fractures (the network

backbone), with no diffusion into stagnant branches or into the matrix.

Case ADB: Advective-diffusive transport in flowing fractures and diffusion into stagnant

branches, but no matrix diffusion.

Case ADM: Advective-diffusive transport in flowing fractures and matrix diffusion, but

no diffusion into stagnant branches.

Case ADBM: Advective-diffusive transport in flowing fractures with diffusion into both

stagnant branches and the matrix.

For the last two cases matrix properties were assumed to be uniform. Sorption was not

included in any of the runs, nor was radioactive decay. For the cases with matrix diffusion,

values of matrix diffusivity Dp = 2x10–11 m2/s and matrix porosity �m = 0.005 were assumed

based on recommended values for Swedish graniti c rock from Ohlsson & Neretnieks (1995).

For each case, 1000 particles, each representing an arbitrary fixed mass of solute mp,

were released at the inflowing edge of the network (the southern end) at time t=0 and tracked

until they emerged at the outflowing edge (the northern end). Thus the input was in the form

of a Dirac delta pulse of mass 1000mp.  

At each end, only one fracture (a main en échelon segment) intersected the boundary,

so nearly all particles entered and left the simulated network via these fractures. For the cases

that included matrix diffusion, a small number of particles (less than 1%) exited the 40 m long

section while diffusing through matrix adjacent to the main en échelon segment, after entering

the matrix a few milli meters from the upstream or downstream boundary.
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6.3 Results and Analysis

Figure 6-7 through 6-9 show the solute breakthrough curves for the deterministic and

synthetic cases, each comparing the four cases of simple advection-diffusion without and with

diffusion into stagnant branches (Cases AD and AD+B, respectively), and the same cases

including matrix diffusion (Cases AD+M and AD+B+M). The accompanying tables (Tables

6-2 through 6-4) give transport statistics in terms of the temporal moments at the outlet

defined as (e.g., Cunningham and Roberts, 1998):

(6-2)m t c t dtn
n

o=
∞

∫0
( )

where co(t) is the concentration at the outlet as a function of time t, and in terms of the

percentiles tp representing the times at which p percent of the mass has arrived at the outlet,

for a Dirac delta pulse release at the inlet.

Comparison of the first two cases (AD and AD+B) shows that the effect of branch

fractures in retarding solute transport is less than would be expected from simple

consideration of the ratios of stagnant to mobile water volumes along the en échelon zones.

To quantify this effect, we define the retardation factor due to branch fractures as:
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where vAD is the mean nominal velocity of solute (transport distance divided by the mean

transport time which is equal to m1/m0) in Case AD, and vAD+B is the corresponding mean

nominal velocity for Case AD+B.

If the branch fractures acted as stagnant volumes in equili brium with the flowing

water, we would expect the value of RB to be simply the ratio of the total pore volume

(flowing fractures and stagnant branches) to the flowing fracture volume. For the

deterministic case, this ratio is 6.6 based on the values in Table 6-1. For the synthetic case,

this ratio is 3.4.
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The actual values of RB obtained from the solute transport modeling are lower for the

cases with uniform fracture hydraulic properties, with RB = 1.44 in the deterministic case and

RB = 2.2 in the synthetic case. A higher retardation  RB = 4.0 is obtained for the heterogeneous

case of the synthetic model.

In both homogeneous cases, the retardation in the models is less than the estimate

from a simple calculation of the volume ratios. This is expected since a given first-order

branch is guaranteed to be in equili brium with the mobile water only at the end connecting

from the fracture. Other portions of the branch (as well as higher-order branches) have a time-

dependent response, so the actual RB is only a fraction of the potential RB as estimated from

the volume ratios. The difference between actual and potential RB can be expected to decrease

with decreasing vAD, as the time scale for advection along the flowing fractures approaches the

time scale for diffusion into the branches.

Stagnant volumes connected to flowing areas of fractures have been invoked as an

explanation for tracer residence times longer than expected based on aperture measurements,

in in-situ experiments in graniti c rock (Abelin et al., 1985; Abelin et al., 1990; Poteri et al.,

2002). Hypotheses have included stagnant “pools” within channelized fractures (Abelin et al.,

1990) as well as immobile water within gouge and breccias in complex fractures (Mazurek et

al., 2003; Poteri et al., 2002). The results given here indicate possible significance of an

additional type of immobile domain due to secondary (branch) fractures, supported by

geometric evidence from detailed mapping. This additional type of immobile domain need not

preclude other hypotheses that have been proposed, and indeed may well occur alongside of

the other types of domains which have not been considered here.
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Figure 6-7 Solute breakthrough curves at north end of deterministic model with Dp = 2x10-11

m2/s, �m = 0.005, Np = 1000. Cases as defined in text.

Table 6-2. Moments and percentiles of solute breakthrough times for deterministic model. Statistics are

given for t’  = t/(1x107 s) where t is the breakthrough time for a given mass of solute. Moments M1, M2,

and M3 are normalized with respect to M0, the total solute mass (equal to the number of particles N times

the solute mass per particle, which is arbitrary).

Case N M1/M0 M2/M0 M3/M0 t’ 05 t’ 10 t’ 25 t’ 50 t’ 75 t’ 90 t’ 95

AD 1000 1.19 2.19 0.122 0.80 0.83 0.90 1.03 1.23 1.56 1.79

AD+B 1000 1.71 6.03 62 0.93 1.00 1.15 1.38 1.75 2.2 2.7

AD+M   996 27 560 2.4x106 1.57 2.1 3.5 7.5 19 52 120

AD+BM   997 60 2.1x105 2.0x109 2.3 3.0 5.1 11.2 33 99 193
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Figure 6-8 Solute breakthrough curves at north end of synthetic model (uniform hydraulic
properties in all fracture segments) with Dp = 2x10-11 m2/s, �m = 0.005, Np = 1000.

Table 6-3. Moments and percentiles of solute breakthrough times for synthetic model (uniform hydraulic

properties). Statistics are given for t’  = t/(1x107 s) where t is the breakthrough time for a given mass of

solute. Moments M1, M2, and M3 are normalized with respect to M0, the total solute mass as in Table 6-

2.

Case N M1/M0 M2/M0 M3/M0 t’ 05 t’ 10 t’ 25 t’ 50 t’ 75 t’ 90 t’ 95

AD 1000 1.67 2.9 5.5 1.45 1.49 1.56 1.64 1.74 1.84 1.90

AD+B 1000 3.7 13.9 55 2.5 2.7 3.1 3.6 4.1 4.6 4.9

AD+M  991 177 3.5x105 1.70x109 5.1 8.1 16.6 49 129 320 590

AD+BM  997 184 1.79x105 5.13x108 15.5 23 42 80 181 390 580
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Figure 6-9 Solute breakthrough curves at north end of synthetic model (heterogeneous
hydraulic properties) with Dp = 2x10-11 m2/s, �m = 0.005, Np = 100 (Cases AD+M and
AD+B+M) to 1000 (Cases AD and AD+B).

Table 6-4. Moments and percentiles of solute breakthrough times for synthetic model (heterogeneous

hydraulic properties). Statistics are given for t’  = t/(1x107 s) where t is the breakthrough time for a given

mass of solute. Moments M1, M2, and M3 are normalized with respect to M0, the total solute mass as in

Tables 6-2 & 6-3.

Case N M1/M0 M2/M0 M3/M0 t’ 05 t’ 10 t’ 25 t’ 50 t’ 75 t’ 90 t’ 95

AD 1000 2.3 5.4 13.4 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.5 2.7

AD+B 1000 9.2 86 830 7.0 7.4 8.1 9.0 10.0 11.0 11.6

AD+M     93 2200 8.0x106 3.7x1010 360 600 870 1870 3000 4600 6200

AD+BM   111 1990 6.7x106 3.7x1010 670 860 1030 1400 2300 3900 5100
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Non-equili bration between branch fractures and the mobile fractures is also indicated

by skewed breakthrough curves, with heavier late-time tails than the Gaussian curve expected

for simple advection with Taylor dispersion through the flowing fractures. In terms of the

random-walk model of diffusion processes, this may be understood as longer residence times

for the fraction of particles that happen to enter stagnant fractures, with variable stagnant-

fracture residence times related to the length of the stagnant branches and depth of the

stagnant network.

Matrix diffusion either without or without stagnant branches (Cases AD+M and

AD+B+M) produced a much larger retardation than stagnant branches alone. We define

retardation factors for these two cases as: 
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where vAD+M and vAD+B+M are the median nominal velocities of solute for Cases AD+M and

AD+B+M respectively.

For the case of matrix diffusion from flowing fractures without stagnant branches

(Case AD+M), the values of RM are 23 and 106 for the deterministic and synthetic (uniform)

cases, respectively, and RM = 960 for the synthetic, heterogeneous case. Thus the retardation

due to ordinary matrix diffusion, ignoring the branches, is much greater than that due to

stagnant branches, for the representative values of head gradient, matrix porosity, and matrix

diffusivity considered here. The breakthrough curves for these cases are also skewed.
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When diffusion into stagnant branches is included along with matrix diffusion (Case

AD+B+M), the values of RBM are 50 and 110 for the deterministic and synthetic (uniform)

cases, respectively, and RBM = 865 for the synthetic, heterogeneous case. Thus in the

deterministic case, the additional access to the matrix provided by the stagnant branches

enhances the retardation due to matrix diffusion by roughly a factor of two. For the synthetic

model, the relative significance of the branch fractures is lower, even in the case with uniform

hydraulic properties.

The effects of stagnant branches and heterogeneity on retardation in the respective

cases are ill ustrated by the plots of solute distribution in Figures 6-10 through 6-14. All of

these plots represent cases in which matrix diffusion is included. In the pairs of synthetic-

model figures representing the uniform case (6-11 & 6-12) and heterogeneous case (6-13 & 6-

14), the second figure pair includes diffusion into stagnant branches. The synthetic model

results are plotted for longer time scales to show the late-time behavior, particularly for the

heterogeneous case which produces markedly greater retardation.

The results at late time show that the solute diffusing into the matrix adjacent to the

flowing fractures (Figures 6-11 & 6-13) penetrates only a short distance as the main solute

pulse passes. Therefore this solute returns to the flowing fractures relatively rapidly. Solute

that enters the stagnant branches (Figure 6-12 & 6-14) and then diffuses into the adjoining

matrix takes longer to return to the flowing fractures.

In the synthetic case with heterogeneous properties, the network with stagnant branch

fractures actual produces less net retardation, when matrix diffusion is included, than when

branch fractures are excluded. The percentiles in Table 6-4 show that the earliest 25% of mass

arrival is retarded relative to the same mass fraction in the case without stagnant branches.

However, later-arriving fractions of the mass are apparently less strongly retarded in the case

that includes stagnant branches. This surprising behavior may be explained by the role of

heterogeneity and its interaction with matrix diffusion.

In the heterogeneous version of the synthetic model that the fractures in the en

échelon steps have lower transmissivity than the en échelon segments, but the pore volume

per transport distance is higher than in en échelon segments. The result is that the stepovers

become low-velocity zones relative to the en échelon segments. 

The lower advective velocity implies more time for interaction with the matrix, and

hence greater depths of matrix diffusion occur adjacent to these segments. This is seen in
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Figures 6-13 and 6-14 as clouds of red dots representing solute in the matrix adjoining the

stepovers. In Case AD+M (no branch fractures), this solute only returns to the flowing

fractures by backward diffusion. However, in Case AD+B+M (with branch fractures),

favorably positioned branch fractures provide additional pathways by which solute can return

to the flowing fractures, downstream of the low-velocity steps.

These branch fractures are stagnant but have large pore volumes and high diffusivities

relative to the matrix.  Hence they can act as additional low-concentration boundaries for

leaching of solute from the matrix just downstream of echelon steps, after the peak

concentration has passed via the mobile water (flowing fractures). Since the flow past these

branches is relatively rapid, they have less impact as paths for diffusion into the matrix, than

as paths for release of solute that entered the matrix from adjoining, low-velocity portions of

the network.

The net effect is marginal, since in either case retardation is dominated by the slow

rate of diffusion into and out of matrix adjoining low-velocity portions of the network.

However, for some fraction of the mass, this can reduce the delay due to matrix diffusion.

Short-circuiting of the network by through-diffusion only occurs for the mass fraction of

solute that experiences relatively large diffusion depths, and hence larger retention times.

Hence the "accelerating" effect of through-diffusion to favorably located branch fractures is

only seen in the later-arriving mass fraction (exempli fied by t50 and higher percentiles). The

mass fraction that experiences smaller diffusion depths is not subject to through-diffusion.

Hence the main effect of the branch fractures for this fraction (exempli fied by t25 and lower

percentiles) is additional retardation as expected in view of the additional porosity.

The longest-retained mass fraction reflects the largest diffusion depths. These depths

are attained by diffusion nominally perpendicular to the strike of the echelon zone, since

solute can diffuse for effectively unbounded distances in this direction, without encountering

branch fractures of the flowing network. Long branch fractures perpendicular to the strike of

the zone can accentuate the retardation of the longest-retained mass fraction, by acting, in

effect, as sources for radial-geometry diffusion into the matrix far from the main echelon

segments.   In contrast, solute traveling through a network without such fractures can only

reach this region by slab-geometry diffusion. Thus the tails of the breakthrough curve

(represented by t95 and higher percentiles) are retarded more for the case with branches than

without.
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A corollary to the above is that densely spaced, short "comb" cracks adjoining

relatively high-velocity flowing fractures have only minor effects on the breakthrough curve

(for the case of a solute pulse as considered here).  Diffusion depths associated with such

fractures are, on average, relatively small due to rapid passage of the concentration peak in the

flowing fractures. The main expected effect is a small delay at early times.  At longer time

scales, interference between adjacent comb cracks results leads to slab-geometry diffusion

similar to that from a simple fracture without comb cracks; the only difference is the increased

pore volume. 

The stagnant branches may be viewed as contributing a component of porosity

additional to that considered as part of the matrix porosity �m. For the synthetic model, the

effective porosity of the first-order stagnant branches at their intersection with the flowing

fractures is �B = P10 b, where P10 is the one-dimensional intensity measure of branch fractures

and b is the mean aperture. For these simulations P10 = 36 m -1 and b = 2x10-4 m, giving �B =

0.0072. The total effective matrix porosity seen by solute passing through the flowing

fractures �m +�B = 0.0122, or a factor of 2.44 times the value of �m that was assumed for the

matrix alone. 

The applicabilit y of standard values of matrix porosity for a model that includes

centimeter-scale branch fractures might be questioned, since the length of these fractures

approaches the dimension of samples used in through-diffusion experiments (e.g., as reviewed

by Ohlsson and Neretnieks, 1995). Conceivably some fraction of �B might be included in

estimates of intact matrix porosity �m . However, core samples taken from rock that is free of

through-going fractures should be mostly free of secondary fractures (given the approximately

exponential decrease of secondary fracture intensity with distance from primary fractures, as

noted in this research). Estimates of �m obtained by fitting data to in-situ tracer experiments in

natural fractures are more li kely to include porosity belonging to �B.
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Figure 6-10. Solute distribution along 15 m long en échelon zone map at times ranging from
1x107 s to 8x107 s, Case ADBM (matrix diffusion with diffusion into stagnant branches). Red
symbols indicate locations of particles, each representing a fixed mass of solute, at the
indicated times.
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Figure 6-11. Solute distribution along 40 m long synthetic en échelon zone (uniform case) at
times ranging from 1x107 s to 8x108 s, Case ADM (matrix diffusion without diffusion into
stagnant branches). Red symbols indicate locations of particles, each representing a fixed
mass of solute, at the indicated times. 
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Figure 6-12. Solute distribution along 40 m long synthetic en échelon zone (uniform case) at
times ranging from 1x107 s to 8x108 s, Case ADBM (matrix diffusion with diffusion into
stagnant branches). Red symbols indicate locations of particles, each representing a fixed
mass of solute, at the indicated times.
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Figure 6-13. Solute distribution along 40 m long synthetic en échelon zone (heterogeneous
case) at times ranging from 1x107 s to 8x108 s, Case ADM (matrix diffusion without diffusion
into stagnant branches). Red symbols indicate locations of particles, each representing a fixed
mass of solute, at the indicated times. Note that the number of particles in this simulation was
about a factor of ten lower than for the corresponding (uniform) case in Figure 6-11.
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Figure 6-14. Solute distribution along 40 m long synthetic en échelon zone at times ranging
from 1x107 s to 8x108 s, Case ADBM (matrix diffusion with diffusion into stagnant
branches). Red symbols indicate locations of particles, each representing a fixed mass of
solute, at the indicated times.  Note that the number of particles in this simulation was about a
factor of ten lower than for the corresponding (uniform) case in Figure 6-12.
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6.4 Conclusions

Results are presented for models of advective-diffusive transport through en échelon fault

zones, taking into account diffusion into both stagnant branch fractures and macroscopically

unfractured matrix. Models analyzed include both a deterministic model based on an actual

fracture map, and a synthetic model based on statistics of the 2-D geometry of en échelon

zones observed at the Äspö site. The deterministic model assumes uniform hydraulic

properties in all fracture segments. Two different cases of the synthetic model are analyzed,

one with uniform hydraulic properties as in the deterministic model, and the second with

heterogeneous properties, by which is meant lower values of transmissivity and aperture in

higher-order branches.

For both models, diffusion into stagnant branches of the main en échelon segments is

shown to produce up to a factor-of-two retardation of solute, relative to simple advective-

diffusive transport through the main en échelon segments in the absence of matrix diffusion.

The retardation is less than would be predicted by a two-domain model with equili brium mass

transfer between the flowing and stagnant domains, based on the ratio of the total pore

volumes of the stagnant branch fractures and the main en échelon segments. Taili ng of the

simulated breakthrough curves also indicates non-equili brium mass transfer.

The stagnant domain associated with branch fractures amounts to an additional type

of immobile domain, beyond other hypothesized immobile zones (including stagnant pools in

channelized fractures and stagnant fluid in gouge or breccia) which have been suggested to

explain results of in situ tracer experiments. The potential for such a domain is supported by

geometric evidence observed directly on outcrops.

When effects of matrix diffusion are included in the models, stagnant branches are

demonstrated to enhance the retardation of solute due to matrix diffusion (in the cases with

uniform hydraulic properties), and to increase the degree of late-time taili ng. However, matrix

diffusion is the dominant effect in terms of median arrival times for solute mass, at least for

the head gradients, matrix porosities, and matrix diffusivities representative of a repository in

graniti c host rock that were considered in these calculations cases.

In the case with heterogeneous fracture properties, a surprising result is obtained, with

branch fractures leading to slightly lower net retardation when combined with matrix

diffusion. Inspection of the results indicates this may be explained as a combination of the
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influence of f low-field heterogeneity on the depth of matrix diffusion, together with through-

diffusion across fracture blocks. Where through-diffusion occurs, in some instances branch

fractures may act as relatively rapid paths for solute to return to the flowing fractures.

From a practical standpoint in the context of a radioactive-waste repository, the

principal concern with en échelon zones is that they pose a relatively well -connected, low-

porosity, and potentiall y high-transmissivity type of pathway for transport of radionuclides,

with relatively littl e interfacial area for exchange of solute with the matrix rock. The results

presented here suggest that secondary fractures associated with such features are of net

benefit in terms of radionuclide retention, but are not suff icient to mitigate those concerns

significantly, either directly by providing additional immobile pore volume, or indirectly by

improving access of solute to the matrix. For flow in heterogeneous networks, secondary

fractures may in some circumstances accelerate breakthrough of a fraction of the solute mass

by enhancing through-diffusion, although this effect is minor in the one calculation case

where it is seen.

Branch fractures do apparently have the potential to affect taili ng of breakthrough

curves, which may be important to recognize in the interpretation of in-situ tracer

experiments. If not recognized, taili ng behavior due to branch fractures and branching

networks of f inite extent could conceivably lead to incorrect assessment of parameters for

matrix diffusion models based on more simplistic diffusion geometries.
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7. SIGNIFICANCE OF EN ÉCHELON-ZONE ARCHITECTURE FOR RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL

Previous research reviewed here (Chapter 2) indicates that en échelon fault zones are a

potentially important class of geologic features for radioactive waste disposal. As discrete

structures that are well connected via more highly fractured zones at en échelon steps, they

form potential flow paths over distances of tens to possibly hundreds of meters. As the en

échelon segments have relatively low interfacial area, en échelon zones also have low

capacity for exchange of radionuclides with the rock matrix (protolith), via matrix diffusion

with or without sorption. These are the most important processes for retention of

radionuclides in graniti c bedrock, in the event that engineered barriers in a repository begin to

leak.

The significance of en échelon zones is not strictly limited to the function of the

bedrock as a barrier for radionuclides released from failed engineered barriers. A low

potential for radionuclide retention due to interactions with the rock matrix also implies a

relatively low potential for buffering and mixing of infilt rating groundwater of undesirable

chemistry, e.g. oxygenated glacial meltwaters as proposed by Glynn and Voss (1996), and/or

other types of groundwater that may have deleterious effects on engineered barriers such as

the bentonite buffer and backfill used in the Swedish and Finnish repository concepts. These

aspects have not been explored in the current dissertation. However, they may be equally

important, or more important, than the properties of en échelon zones for radionuclide

migration, given the importance ascribed to geochemical stabilit y and engineered barrier

longevity in recent safety assessments (SKB, 1999).

The discrete nature of en échelon segments also makes en échelon zones diff icult to

detect in the vicinity of a  radioactive-waste repository. The anomalies for geophysical

methods such as seismic reflection/refraction, magnetic, resistivity, or electromagnetic

methods are li kely to be less pronounced than the corresponding anomalies for distributed-

deformation fault zones with high degrees of alteration. When intersected in an exploration

borehole, an en échelon zone may appear to be merely a single fracture. As such it may not be

recognized as a significant hydrological feature, particularly if the borehole intersects it in a

relatively low-transmissivity portion of the zone.

The field investigations and analysis described in Chapters 3 and 4 provide new

information on the heterogeneity of en échelon zones in graniti c rock. Results suggest that a
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geostatistical model may be adequate for describing the potential variation of hydraulic

properties (here inferred from fracture intensity data) on scales of up to 10 m, similar to the

spacing and length of en échelon steps. However, on larger scales of 50 m to 150 m, this study

did not find evidence of spatial correlations in the geostatistical sense.

Systematic variations in fracture intensity correlated to structure along en échelon

zones may be obscured in a geostatistical analysis, if the spacing and length of en échelon

steps are variable. As a simple ill ustration, we may consider an ideal case in which the

spacing and length of en échelon steps are constant with respect to position along strike, and

fracture intensity takes on either of two values: P1 if within one of the steps, or P2 if between

the steps. Such a model has periodic variation of fracture intensity, with period corresponding

to the step spacing S, and correspondingly a decreased variogram at separation distances equal

to integral multiples of S, i.e. what is referred to as a “hole effect” in geostatistical analysis.

Next, if we consider a combined analysis of several such zones, each with a different step

spacing S, we note that the variogram obtained by superposition will reflect interfering “hole

effects” at the different values of S. Thus actual correlations of fracture intensity to structural

features can be obscured in a conventional geostatistical analysis, if the scales of these

features are variable.

To explore the consequences of systematic variations in fracture intensity correlated

to structure along en échelon zones, which might not be fully characterized by a geostatistical

analysis, simulations of solute transport have been performed using both actual maps and a

synthetic structural model of en échelon zones. The results of these simulations are given in

Chapter 6.

Analysis of detailed maps in Chapters 4 and 5 point to several characteristics that may

be significant for flow and transport modeling. Fracture frequency generally decreases with

distance from the median surface defined by the main en échelon segments, a characteristic

common to other types of fault zones as reviewed in Chapter 2. This implies that effective

hydraulic conductivity is not uniform across the nominal thickness of such zones. This has

potential consequences for solute transport in that zones of varying mobilit y may occur in

parallel within the zone. The need for more complex models to represent transport in such

features in graniti c rock has been recognized in recent years (Poteri et al., 2002; Tsang and

Doughty, 2004).

Secondary fractures (here treated as a non-genetic category encompassing splays,
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wing cracks, pinnate fractures, comb cracks, etc.) are found to have a hierarchical branching

structure, which accounts for a major portion of the elevated fracture intensity near the

median surface. Thus the elevated fracture frequency adjacent to the main slip surfaces, as

noted above, is not haphazardly random, but rather is organized in structural patterns that may

have consequences for transport (as explored in Chapters 5 and 6).

In terms of repository safety, observations of hierarchical branches of en échelon

zones pose a particular concern with respect to the concept of “ respect distances” for waste

emplacement. Branch fractures may provide direct connections to flowing fault zones that

may not readily be recognized by methods for checking the suitabilit y of emplacement

locations. The branching structures identified here are of modest extent, and may not be of

great concern in themselves. However, in view of observations such as by Kim et al. (2004) of

structural similarity of fault zones over a very large range of scales, the possibilit y of large-

scale branching structures than observed here should be considered.

Branch fractures in an en échelon zone could potentiall y act as positi ve attributes for

repository safety. They potentiall y provide access to a much larger volume of rock that can

react with radionuclides traveling along the zone, than would be the case for zone composed

only of the primary fractures. This would imply a greater capacity for a retardation of solutes

due to matrix diffusion and sorption.

A major aim of the numerical simulations in Chapter 6 was to evaluate the potential

significance of branch fractures in this respect. Results indicate that, at best, branch fractures

provide an additional degree of retardation which is minor relative to the effect of matrix

diffusion. Their influence in this respect appears to be sensiti ve to groundwater velocities and

heterogeneity of hydraulic properties within the fractures comprising the en échelon zone. 

A surprising result of network simulations in Chapter 6 was that, in some

circumstances, branch fractures apparently reduce the net retardation. This appears to be a

consequence of branch fractures, in conjunction with through-diffusion under conditions of

diffusion-dominated transport. Under these circumstances, branch fractures may provide

relatively high-diffusivity paths by which solute can exit the immobile zone (matrix) after

passage of the peak concentration. This effect is, at most, a minor factor relative to the

dominant process of matrix diffusion.

The overarching conclusion, with regard to secondary fractures of en échelon zones,

is that these do not provide significant additional retardation capacity, for transport scenarios
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representative of post-closure repository conditions. Branching structures do not significantly

mitigate the concern that en échelon zones will act as pathways with relatively low capacity

for radionuclide retention in the bedrock. Thus en échelon zones must still be regarded as

features with potentiall y negative consequences for repository safety.

On the other hand, branching structures are shown to affect the shape of solute

breakthrough curves, particularly taili ng phenomena. The effects of en échelon zone structure

may be important for interpreting tracer tests that are conducted as part of site characterization

for repositories. As shown in Chapter 5, late-time tails observed in tracer tests in-situ at the

Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory can be explained in terms of diffusion into hierarchical

branching structures, as mapped on an outcrop within half a kilometer of the in-situ

experiments.

An important caveat on all of these conclusions is that they rely primarily on fracture

geometry as observed in the plane of the given cross-sections, and on an assumption that

water and solutes have equal access to all of the fractures. In reality some fractures may be

entirely sealed by fracture mineralization, and other fractures are li kely open to flow and

solute transport over only a fraction of their extent. The three-dimensional nature of en

échelon zones is evident in some of these exposures, but has not been addressed

quantitatively. Gouge, fracture mineralogy, microstructure, and other properties not explored

here may also affect échelon-zone transport properties. This research effort has aimed to

investigate the flow and transport consequences of échelon-zone geometry, as revealed by

(mainly) 2-D exposures. Other aspects of these structures certainly warrant further research.
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Appendix A  Preparation of detailed maps of f racture zones

The detailed-scale mapping of the fracture zones at Äspö was carried out in May, 1999 as

follows. A reference line was laid on the outcrop by compass sighting. A 1 m x 1 m square

frame, with 10 cm x 10 cm grid divisions, was laid over the rock in alignment with the

reference line, and moved along the reference line in overlapping increments. For each frame

position, the inclination of the frame was measured along two orthogonal sides, and the rock

surface was photographed from a height of about 2.5 m using a step ladder. To produce a 1:10

scale field map of the N to NNW trending zone, the fracture configuration for each frame

position was sketched on 2 mm graph paper by scaling fracture traces from the 10 cm x 10 cm

grid to 1 cm x 1 cm squares on the paper. 

 In this way a continuous photographic mosaic was produced, within which the true

coordinates of points along fractures could be determined by comparison to the reference grid.

The outcrops were also filmed with a hand-held video camera, to provide a continuous record

of each outcrop. Photographs from this work have been stored both as the original film (slides

and print negatives, giving maximum resolution) and as scanned, high-resolution digital

images in JPEG format on CD-ROMs for computer analysis. 

As a check on the photographic mapping method, a 1:10 scale field map was prepared

for a 1 m x 6 m portion of one N-striking zone, by sketching directly from the outcrop. The

fracture configuration was sketched on 2 mm graph paper by scaling fracture traces from the

10 cm x 10 cm grid to 1 cm x 1 cm squares on the paper. Fracture strikes and dips were

measured on the outcrop for 48 of the most extensive fractures on this map.

Working with the digital images, the fracture traces were digiti zed as graphical

overlays on the computer screen. Correction for photographic distortion was made by use of a

digital rubber-sheeting algorithm in the splinter analysis program (on accompanying CD-

ROM), to transform the digiti zed traces and grid lines so that the quadrilaterals formed by

intersecting grid lines throughout the image are restored to 10 cm squares.

At the Ekolsund site, the photographic mapping procedure was modified as the 1 m

square grid was not practical for use on the near-vertical, larger-scale exposures. Instead,

reference points were marked on the rock face with spray paint (water-soluble so that the rock

would not be permanently defaced) prior to photographing the outcrops with a digital camera.

Distances between pairs of reference points were measured by tape, to allow construction of a
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Euclidean distance matrix which could be used to correct for photographic distortion and

large-scale nonplanarity of the exposures.

The method for mapping individual traces was also modified to allow better checking

of fracture traces in the field. The digital images were printed onto A4 (30 cm x 21 cm) paper

and laminated, to provide a base for sketching fracture traces at an approximately 1:10 scale,

directly on the printed images, while viewing the exposure. 

For the detailed mapping of fracture zones, the aim was to identify and sketch all

fractures and faults longer than 10 cm, within the entire area covered by the photograph.

Structural details including splays and fragmented or brecciated zones within small faults

were mapped in this way to an estimated resolution of about 2 cm. Fracture orientations and

directions of lineations and slickensides were measured for the larger fractures and noted on

the field map. 

Finally each field map (laminated image with sketched fracture traces) was scanned

so that the fracture traces could be digiti zed and analyzed, by the same procedures used for

the Äspö images. With the procedure adopted at Ekolsund, the digiti zation was simpli fied,

and reliabilit y improved, by identifying and verifying each fracture trace at the exposure,

rather than only from a digital image of limited resolution.

The graphical map analysis program splinter (included as supplementary digital

materials), was used to calculate the coordinates of the digiti zed fracture traces in an

orthogonal coordinate system aligned with geographic north, and to correct for skewed

photographic angles, lens distortion (convergence) and tilt of the reference frame. After

converting the digiti zed fracture traces to real-world coordinates, the traces from each image

were combined to produce a single map of each exposure. As a final step, the reference grid

lines were removed to give a clean map.

The end product, for each exposure, is a single map that show fracture traces on

scales from a few mm up to over 10 m. Thus the maps show structural details on scales that

range over four orders of magnitude.

The initial digiti zation from photographic images was done with a commercial,

computer-assisted drawing software which allowed zooming to arbitraril y fine scales and

drawing of vector-format lines over a digital image. The fracture trace and grid coordinates, as

digiti zed from the images, were stored in AutoCAD (DXF) vector format for further

processing and analysis using the program splinter. This is an interactive, graphical code
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based on the gtk free-software toolkit, which is supported on the Linux platform. The splinter

code was developed as part of this research program, and included on the accompanying CD-

ROM.

Corrections for skewed photographic angle, camera lens distortion, and frame tilt

were made by marking "pinpoints" of known coordinates on plots of the fracture traces and

reference grid lines,. Given the known coordinates of these points, and frame tilt data as

measured in the field, splinter calculates a rotation matrix and x-y polynomial of appropriate

order, to map the plotted points into the real-world coordinate system. The order of the

polynomial is increased when more points are specified, to allow smooth, spatially variable

transformations ("rubber-sheeting") which map each pinpoint to the exact, specified

coordinates, while intervening areas of the plot may be mapped nonlinearly, e.g. to correct for

photographic distortion.

This method does not correct for all sources of error in the photographic mapping

process. Nonplanarity of the outcrop surface, in combination skewed photographic angles and

lens distortion, can result in errors in the mapped positions of points, even after making the

corrections described above. Such errors are minimized, but not eliminated, by photographing

from an angle that is close to perpendicular to the plane of the reference frame and outcrop

surface. 

Comparison of corresponding points from overlapping pairs of images indicates that

the magnitude of such errors is typically less than 5 mm between adjacent, 1 m square frame

positions. Typical manual errors in digiti zation, which affect comparisons between fractures

that are adjacent to each other on a single image, are estimated to be 1 mm or less.

A complete map of the outcrop was assembled by combining the trace data from

adjacent, photographed panels. Small offsets between adjacent map panels, due to errors such

as described above, were corrected by applying a uniform linear displacement to bring the

corresponding points into alignment. The residual errors between points that could not be

brought into agreement in this manner were typically 3 mm or less.
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Appendix B  Discrete Feature Model for flow and solute transpor t in fractured granitic

rock

A discrete-feature modeling (DFM) code for numerical simulation of f low and transport in a

network of discrete features was developed as one part of this research. The code is based on

the finite-element method, and is designed for the following general conceptualization of the

hydrogeological system in the bedrock.

Features are planar or piecewise-planar entities representing fractures, fracture

zones, disturbed zones around tunnels, or other water-conducting elements in the rock. The

geometry of the features is defined in terms of triangular elements with connections defined

by nodes (vertices) that are shared between elements. 

Boundaries are defined in terms of groups of element vertices which are in contact

with a specific physical boundary or segment of a boundary, such as a section of a borehole, a

tunnel, or the ground surface. Boundary conditions are assigned to these boundary groups for

each stage of the simulation.

Fluid flow  simulations are restricted to the case of a single-phase, uniform-density,

Newtonian fluid, e.g. groundwater under conditions of complete saturation and negligible

density variation. 

Steady-state flow is modeled by the Galerkin finite-element method. Transient flow

may be modeled either by a backward-difference scheme, or by a Laplace-transform Galerkin

(LTG) formulation of the finite-element equations. In a given stage of a flow simulation, the

boundary conditions at a given boundary group may be specified head, specified flux, or

specified net flux.

Transport  simulations are restricted to the case of a single dissolved species at dilute

concentrations (i.e. low enough to neglect the influence of concentration on fluid density

gradients), influenced by advection and diffusion (including dispersion phenomena), sorption,

and matrix diffusion. 

Transport is modeled either by a discrete-parcel random-walk (particle-tracking)

method or by a LTG formulation of the finite-element equations for advection and dispersion.

Two alternative particle-tracking algorithms are supported: 2-D advective-dispersive transport

within a given element, or 3-D advective-diffusive transport with an assumed parabolic

velocity profile giving rise to Taylor dispersion. In a given stage of a transport simulation, the
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boundary conditions at a given boundary group may be specified concentration, specified

mass flux, or specified net mass flux.

As in an ordinary 2-D, finite-element mesh, the geometry of the mesh is encoded as

an ordered li st of global coordinate vectors { xn, n = 1, 2, ..., Nn} for each of the Nn unique

nodes (element vertices) in the mesh, and as a li st of Ne triangular elements, each of which is

defined by a triplet of node indices { ne1, ne2, ne3} and by a vector of parameter values { Se , Te ,

be ,...} which are derived from the parent feature of the element. The mesh differs from an

ordinary 2-D mesh in that the global coordinates xn are necessaril y specified in 3-D, and in

that element nodes and edges that lie along intersections between two or more different

features are shared among the elements formed from the different features, to account for the

hydrologic connections between features.

Four different types of boundary conditions (BCs) are employed: 

Type 1: Specified head:

Type 2: Specified flux:

Type 3: Specified net flux:

Type 4: Specified infilt ration per unit surface area: 

where circumflexes denote specified (i.e. known) quantities, and where Qn and hn are the flux
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(into the mesh) and head at a given node, QB (t) is the specified influx (m3/s) and hB is the head

at a given boundary B, and 5e(n) is the element basis function associated with the eth element

at node n.

The specified-net-flux BC is used to account for the "superconductive" connection

that occurs where several features are intersected by a given borehole section. For passive

monitoring sections, QB is set to zero, and for actively pumped sections, QB is set to the

specified pumping rate.

Simulation sequences of arbitrary complexity can be constructed as a series of

stages, within each of which flow and/or transport is simulated with respect to a specified set

of boundary conditions. The results of each stage serving as the initial conditions for the next

stage. 

Simulation sequences are defined in input files that specify the mesh to be used, and

for each stage, the boundary conditions, physical parameters, and solver options. Plain-text,

free-format input based on keyword recognition (rather than order of input) is supported for

straightforward checking and documentation of simulations. Boundaries can be referenced by

site-specific names (e.g. "Borehole_KAS07" or "ground_surface" ). Physical parameters can

be specified in terms of units used in the field data; the code automatically checks for correct

dimensionality and scales the numerical values to SI units for internal calculations.

Development and documentation of the code is ongoing in relation to other projects.

A copy of the version of the source code used for this research, and current draft user

documentation, are included in supplemental electronic materials with this dissertation.  The

code is written in standard ANSI C but has only been tested on a Linux platform using the

GNU compiler. 

The following sections give mathematical details of the flow and solute transport

solvers.
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Derivation of matrix equations for flow

At a given point x in a medium with transmissivity T(x) and storativity S(x), conservation of

mass combined with Darcy's law yields the transient flow equation:

where h is hydraulic head, t is time, and qi is the influx (water entering the medium) from a

point source at  xi.

Let:

be a discrete approximation of h(x,t), where hj(t) is the hydraulic head at the jth node, j = 1, 2,

... , N, and where wj(x) is some spatial weighting function. Substituting for h in (1) we obtain:

or:

Requiring orthogonality with respect to the weighting functions, and choosing weighting

functions that are defined piecewise on individual element areas Ae, so that wi = 0 for xi Õ Ae,

gives:
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where the summation over e is understood to indicate summation over all elements e. 

If node locations are chosen such that any source/sink term qi coincides with a node at xi,

then:

since wi = 1 at xi. Defining:

and defining the NxN matrices A = [�ae
ij] and D = [�de

ij] and the 1xN column vectors h(t) =

[hj(t)]
T and q(t) = [qi(t)]

T, the preceding equation may be written as:

or by rearranging we obain the general matrix equation for transient flow:
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Steady-state flow

For steady-state flow, dh/dt = 0 and the finite-element equation is simply:

Laplace-Galerkin formulation for transient flow

In the following, the Laplace transform with respect to t of a given function f(t) will be

denoted by an overbar, i.e.:

From the properties of the Laplace transform, m[dh/dt ] = sm[h(t)] - h(0). Substituting this

relationship into the Laplace transform of the general matrix equation for transient flow gives:

or:
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Backward-difference formulation for transient flow

The backward-difference approximation of the time derivative is:

Substituting this approximation for the time derivative in the general matrix equation for

transient flow:

or:

 which can be solved stepwise for the head vectors hi = h(ti), i=1,2, ..., given the initial head

vector h0 = h(t0).
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Finite element coefficients

Case 1: S(x) and T(x) piecewise constant

If S(x) and T(x) are constant within each element, i.e. S(x) = Se and T(x) = Te, then 
//

T = 0 and:

by Gauss' divergence theorem.

Case 2: S(x)and T(x) piecewise linear

If S(x)and T(x) are taken to be piecewise linear within each element:
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then:

By expanding the dot product and making use of the identity /$(wiwk/wj) =  /(wiwk)$/wj +

wiwk/2wj, the coeff icients aijk can be expressed as:
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Laplace-Galerkin formulation of transient flow problem

At a given point x in a medium with transmissivity T(x) and storativity S(x), conservation of

mass combined with Darcy's law yields the transient flow equation:

where h is hydraulic head, t is time, and qi is the influx from a point source at  xi.

Taking the Laplace transform with respect to t gives:

which may be written as:

where:

and where the Laplace transform of any given function F(x,t) is indicated by an overbar, i.e.:

Let:

be a discrete approximation of h(x,t), where hj(t) is the hydraulic head at the jth node, j = 1, 2,
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... , N, and where wj(x) is some spatial weighting function. Taking the Laplace transform of

the matrix flow equation and substituting for m[h] we obtain:

or:

Requiring orthogonality with respect to the weighting functions, and choosing weighting

functions that are defined piecewise on individual element areas Ae, so that wi = 0 for xi Õ Ae,

gives:

where the summation over e is understood to indicate summation over all elements e. If node

locations are chosen such that any source/sink term qi coincides with a node at xi, then

 since wi = 1 at xi. 
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For constant  S(x) = Se and T(x) = Te over each element, /T = 0 giving:

or:

where:

by Gauss' divergence theorem. Defining the NxN matrices A = [�Tea
e
ij] and D = [�Sed

e
ij] and

the 1xN column vectors h(t) = [hj(t)]
T and q(t) = [qi(t)]

T, this may be written as:

where overbars denote Laplace transforms with respect to t.

The corresponding matrix equation for the case of steady-state flow is obtained in a

similar fashion but without using the Laplace transform. Letting 0h/0t = 0 in gives the steady-

state flow equation:
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By substituting the piecewise linear approximation for h(x), and requiring orthogonality with

respect to the weighting functions wi, the matrix equation obtained is:

If instead of assuming constant S(x)and T(x) over each element, these are taken to be

piecewise linear:

then the matrices A and D are replaced by:

By expanding the dot product in the expresion for hte matrix coeff icients aijk  and making use

of the identity /$(wiwk/wj) =  /(wiwk)$/wj + wiwk/2wj, the coeff icients aijk can be expressed as:
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Laplace-Galerkin formulation of transport problem

At a given point x in a fracture zone with effective 2-D hydrodynamic dispersion tensor D(x),

the mass balance equation for a single non-sorbing solute species is (neglecting matrix

diffusion):

where v(x) is the advective velocity (q/�), c is the concentration (averaged over the aquifer

thickness), and qc(x) is the total mass influx through the two sides of the fracture zone.

For the case of a linearly and reversibly sorbing tracer, the first term in Equation 1 is modified

as:

where R = R(x) is a retardation coeff icient accounting for surface sorption. Taking the

Laplace transform with respect to t gives:

Let:

be a discrete approximation of c(x,t), where cj(t) is the concentration at the jth node, j = 1, 2,

... , N, and where wj(x) is some spatial weighting function. 
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Taking the Laplace transform and substituting for m[c] in (4) we obtain:

or:

Requiring orthogonality with respect to the weighting functions, and choosing weighting

functions that are defined piecewise on individual element areas Ae, so that wi = 0 for xi Õ Ae,

gives:

or:

where the summation over e is understood to indicate summation over all elements e , and
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where summation over the doubled indices m and n is implied. 

If node locations are chosen such that any source/sink term qci coincides with a node

at xi, then:

since wi = 1 at xi. 

Thus:

where:

The result  can also be expressed in matrix notation as:
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where B and U are NxN matrices B = [�be
ij] and U = [�ue

ij] and c(t) = [cj(t)]
T and qc(t) =

[qci(t)]
T are 1xN column vectors.

Under the assumption of a steady-state flow field, v is a constant vector satisfying v =

�(T/bT)
//

h, where bT is an effective transport aperture (pore volume per unit area). Using the

same piecewise-linear approximation for head as in the finite element flow model:

where hj are the nodal head coeff icents determined from a steady-state flow calculation, this

gives:

Substituting this approximation into the previous expressions for the coeff icents bij and uij

gives:

The above integrals depend only on the weighting functions, the calculated nodal

heads,  and the hydrologic properties D, T, and bT, which are assumed to be constant with

respect to time. Typically the principal directions of the dispersion tensor D will depend on

the direction of the hydraulic gradient, and hence the last term in the result for uij will be

related to the hk.
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Calculation of element coeff icients

The principal directions of the local dispersion tensor D = [dij] (i,j = 1,2) need to be

determined from the local direction of the hydraulic gradient 
//

h. Let y denote a 2-D system of

Cartesian coordinates within the plane of an element, such that the coordinate y1 is aligned

with �//h and y2 is in the perpendicular direction. The dispersion tensor in the y system is

assumed to be:

where:

DL = v�L  is the longitudinal dispersion coeff icient,

DT = v�T  is the longitudinal dispersion coeff icient,

v =  |v| = (T/bT )|
//

h| is the magnitude of the fluid velocity, and

Dm = coeff icient of molecular diffusion.

For convenience we also define:

DL' = DL + Dm 

DT' = DT + Dm 

Let x denote a second 2-D system of Cartesian coordinates in the plane of the element

(e.g., the coordinates used to define the element geometry), with x = 0 located at the same

physical point as y = 0. The coordinate transformation from the y system to the x system is

defined in terms of a tensor with constant coeff icients:

so that xi = aijyj.  The inverse transformation is:
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It is easily confirmed that the components aij are related to 
//

h as:

The scalar quantity 
//

 
$$

(D
//

c) must be invariant with respect to coordinate transformation,

hence:

where the subscripts x and y denote which coordinate system is being referred to. In tensor

notation (with the convention of summation on doubled indices) this can be written and

expanded as:

yielding the relationship between the dispersion tensor components in the x and y systems:
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Making use of the relationship between the forward and inverse transformations as

given above, we obtain:

which by replacing dummy indices yields the inverse relationship:

Expanding the second term in the previously obtained result for uij  in tensor notation gives:

For a uniform velocity field within a given element, ordinaril y a uniform D will be

assumed, so  0dmn/0xm = 0 giving:
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The integrand is invariant with respect to rotation of the coordinate system, since:

In the y coordinate system, noting that d11y =  DL' , d22y = DT' , and dmny = 0 for m g n we

obtain: 

where r = �(DL' /DT' ). 

This integral can be evaluated more easily by mapping it to a modified coordinate

system z : { z1 = y1/r, z2 = y2} , so r202w/0y1
2 = 02w/0z1

2 and dAy = rdAz, giving:
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Note that the quantity in square braces is equal to aij
e/Te as defined for the finite-element

model for flow. 

Thus in the case of uniform Te and bT within each element, the coeff icients uij
e can be

calculated as:

where the first term:

contains an integral identical to the second term in the expression for aijk
e, and where the

second term is readily calculated as:
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Appendix C  Correspondence of par ticle radius distr ibution and penetration-distance

relationship

For a matrix composed of a large assemblage of spherical particles with any radius

distribution f(r) � 0 on r = [0,�], satisfying:

f r dr( )
0

1
∞

∫ =

Let V(s) be the volume of matrix within a skin depth s of the surface of any particle. The

complementary volume of matrix which is not within a skin depth s of the surface:

V s V V stotal( ) ( )= −

is related to f(r) by:

( )V s f r r s dr
s

( ) ( )= −
∞

∫ 4
3

3π

Differentiating this with respect to the skin depth s (noting that s is in the lower limit of the

integral as well as in the integrand) gives:

( ) ( )dV

ds
f r r s dr f r r s f r r s dr

s r s s

= − − − − = − −
∞

=

∞

∫ ∫4
4

3
42 3 2π

π
π( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Since Vtotal is constant, the first derivative of V(s) is simply the negative of the preceding

expression:

( )dV

ds
f r r s dr

s

= −
∞

∫4 2π ( )
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Exponential case

For the case of an exponential distribution of particle radius:

f r e r( ) = −λ λ

the corresponding first derivative of V(s) is obtained by straightforward integration:

( )dV

ds
e r s dr e e t dt e

s

r s t s= − = =
∞

− − −
∞

−∫ ∫4 4
82 2

0
2π λ πλ
π

λ
λ λ λ λ

making use of the substitution t = r–s. Thus this function has the same form as the exponential

distribution, but scaled by a constant 8%/�3.
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Appendix D  Volume-depth relationship for a regular fractal assemblage of cubes

Consider the set of cube-shaped fragments formed by the following process: Beginning with

an arbitraril y large  cube of side length L0, divide the cube into 8 equal cubes of side length L1

= L0/2, and choose a fraction a/8 of these cubes. For n = 1,2, ..., �, take the chosen fraction of

cubes from the previous step, and subdivide each into 8 equal cubes of side length Ln = Ln-1/2, 

and choose the same fraction a/8 of those.

In the assemblage of cubes resulting from this process, each cube contains a copies of

itself, scaled by a factor of ½. The similarity dimension of such a set (Falconer, 1990) is thus

D = –log a/log (½) = log a/log 2.

The number of undivided cubes of a given side length Ln = 2–nL0 is N (Ln) = (8–a)an.

For large n the limiting log slope of the particle size distribution N (Ln) versus Ln is:

l im
log ( )

log
l im

log log( ) log

log log

log

logn

n

n
n

N L

L

L a n a

L n

a
D

→∞ →∞
=

+ − +
−

= − = −0

0

8

2 2

Thus this assemblage has a (discrete) power-law size distribution with exponent –D. 

We note that choosing a = 1yields a constant (discrete) distribution of particle sizes

with D = 0. Choosing a = 2 yields D = 1, a = 4 yields D = 2, and a = 8 yields D = 3. These

values pertain to space-filli ng processes of dimension D. 

To ill ustrate this, suppose that at each step of the process, we always choose to

subdivide a = 2 cubes along a major diagonal of the original cube. This process condenses to

that diagonal li ne (a 1-D geometry). If at each step we always choose to subdivide a = 4 cubes

along a vertical plane that sli ces diagonally across the original cube, this process condenses to

that plane (a 2-D geometry). If at each step we choose to subdivide all  a = 8 cubes, we fill t he

entire 3-D space of the original cube with vanishingly small cubes. In the case a = 1, the

process condenses to a single point (a zero-dimensional geometry). 

Thus we may regard the similarity dimension D as representing the dimension of the

process. For values of a leading to non-integral values of D, we may regard D as the “fractal”

dimension of this process, following Mandelbrot (1982). From this we may note the

correspondence between the negative exponent of a power-law distribution of particle sizes,

and the fractal dimension of the resulting set of particles.
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For the present study we are interested in the incremental volume of matrix as a

function of skin depth from the surface of a particle. For a given cube of side length Ln, the

volume within a skin depth s of the surface is:
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and the derivative of Vn with respect to s is:

The total incremental volume function V1(s) is obtained by summing over all cubes:
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Substituting the previous expression for N(Ln) and noting that Ln = 2–nL0, we obtain:

which simpli fies to:

with m as defined above. For comparison to data, we need only the log slope of  V’ (s) vs. s. 

Values of the log slope for different values of a, and the corresponding D, were

calculated as li sted in Table D-1. The arbitrary value of L0 does not affect the results provided

it is very large relative to the values of s considered; for these calculations, L0 = 1010 length

units was used and slopes were fitted to logarithmically spaced values of s in the range 10-6 to

102 length units. For values of 1 < a < 4 corresponding to 0 < D < 2, the absolute value of p is

close to zero; thus the incremental matrix volume with increasing skin depth is approximately

constant for D in this range. For 4 < a < 8 corresponding to 2 < D < 3, we obtain  p� 2–D

within the apparent numerical precision.
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Table D-1. Numerically calculated values of p, the log slope of V1(s) for the fractal cube

model as a function of a and the corresponding fractal dimension D of the particle size

distribution. Note the result for a/8 = 1.000(*) was obtained using a = 8 – 10–6 since the above

formula becomes indeterminate for this value.

a/8         D              p

0.1250   0.000  -2.4x10-8

0.1875   0.585  -3.9x10-8

0.2500   1.000  -1.8x10-7

0.3125   1.322  -4.2x10-6

0.3750   1.585  -1.2x10-4

0.4375   1.807  -2.7x10-3

0.5000   2.000  -0.040

0.5625   2.170  -0.174

0.6250   2.322  -0.322

0.6875   2.459  -0.460

0.7500   2.585  -0.585

0.8125   2.700  -0.701

0.8750   2.807  -0.808

0.9375   2.907  -0.908

0.9500   2.926  -0.927

0.9625   2.945  -0.946

0.9750   2.963  -0.964

0.9875   2.982  -0.983

0.9938   2.991  -0.992

0.9950   2.993  -0.994

0.9962   2.995  -0.995

0.9975   2.996  -0.997

0.9988   2.998  -0.999

1.0000(*) 3.000  -1.000
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